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Recordings of seismic events that sample the deep mantle can test different hypotheses of mantle processes
and composition. Seismic reflections from structures in the D″ region— the bottom 200–400 km of the Earth's
mantle — can provide information on the velocity contrasts in this region. By studying the waveforms and
polarities of the D″ reflections in P and S-waves, we can potentially distinguish between different explanations
for the observed structures, such as phase transitions, mineral texture or thermal anomalies. Here we use
source–receiver combinations that contain reflections from D″ in two different regions that are both
characterised by fast seismic velocities in tomographic models. Beneath the Caribbean a positive S-velocity
contrast but negative P-wave velocity contrast across the D″ reflector has been reported previously, consistent
with amodel of a phase change inMgSiO3. In the second fast velocity region (Eurasia)we detect positive P- and
S-wave velocity contrasts in two orthogonal paths crossing in the lowermost mantle indicating a different
scenario for D″. A path that crosses this region in 45° to the other two great circle paths shows evidence for a
negative P velocity contrast. One explanation to reconcile observations in both regions is a phase transition
from perovskite to post-perovskite with a fraction of 12% preferred crystal alignment in the post-perovskite
phase. Depending on the travel direction of the waves with respect to the flow direction in the lower mantle,
positive or negative velocity jumps can be expected. Other anisotropic models are considered but cannot fully
explain the range of observations we find in the data.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The lowermost Earth'smantle (the D″ region Bullen, 1949) exhibits
a large number of variable seismic structures. These structures range
from small-scale scatterers near the core–mantle boundary (CMB) to
several hundred kilometres above the CMB (e.g. Hedlin et al., 1997;
Thomas et al., 1999; Vidale and Hedlin, 1998), and ultra-low velocity
zone (ulvz, e.g., Garnero et al., 1998; Rost and Revenaugh, 2003) to
large-scale reflectors in regions of possible palaeo-subduction (Lay
and Helmberger, 1983; Wysession et al., 1998 for a review). Recently,
large-scale reflectors have also been found in regions where
tomographic inversions (e.g., Grand, 2002; Kárason and van der
Hilst, 2001; Masters et al., 2000) find large low-velocity regions (e.g.
Lay et al., 2006; Ohta et al., 2008). In several regions of the Earth
seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle has been reported (e.g.,
Kendall and Silver, 1998; Lay et al., 1998; Rokosky et al., 2006;Wookey
et al., 2005a). Especially in regions of fast seismic velocity (e.g. Grand,
2002) a case of vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) or tilted TI can
explain the data (Garnero et al., 2004;Maupin et al., 2005; Ritsema and
Van Heijst, 2000; Thomas et al., 2007; Wookey and Kendall, 2008).

Regions with slow seismic velocities seem to exhibit a more complex
anisotropic scenario (see, e.g., Pulliam and Sen, 1998; Kendall and
Silver, 1998; Lay et al., 1998).

Waves that reflect off structures in the D″ region, such as PdP and
SdS (e.g., Weber, 1993) have been used to determine the presence and
extent of seismic structures in the lowest few hundred kilometres of
the mantle (e.g., Kendall and Shearer, 1994; Lay and Helmberger,
1983; Weber, 1993; Wysession et al., 1998). These reflected waves
arrive with a travel time and slowness between P (S) and PcP (ScS)
and through the use of array seismology they can be distinguished
from other arrivals (e.g., Thomas et al., 2004a, b; Weber, 1993; Weber
and Davis, 1990). Recently more than one reflection has been
observed in the time window between P (S) and PcP (ScS) (Hutko
et al., 2006, 2008; Kawai et al., 2007; Kito et al., 2007; Lay et al., 2006;
Thomas et al., 2004a, b; van der Hilst et al., 2007) indicating a more
complex structure in both fast and slow velocity regions.

Several hypotheses have been advanced in recent years to explain
the reflectors and anisotropy in D″, for example, subducted oceanic
lithosphere and a slab graveyard at the core–mantle boundary (CMB)
(e.g. Kendall, 2000) can explain seismic reflections a few hundred
kilometres above the CMB as well as observations of seismic
anisotropy in D″ when assuming sheared melt inclusions (Kendall
and Silver, 1998). A different way to explain the reflection in D″ was
proposed by Lay et al. (2004) where they invoke chemical layering at
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the base of the mantle. Another scenario for explaining two reflectors
in D″ is the model of Tan et al. (2002) where a new upwelling is
generated below a subducted slab near the CMB but this model cannot
explain anisotropy without invoking other mechanisms to account for
it, such as sheared melt inclusions within the slab.

The recently discovered phase transition of perovskite to post
perovskite (e.g. Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004;
Tsuchiya et al., 2004) offers another hypothesis that can explain
several seismic structures in D″. The phase transition generates a
density increase (Murakami et al., 2004) but may only exhibit a small
shear velocity jump (Murakami et al., 2007). Wookey et al. (2005b)
used ab initio calculations to show that a small negative P-wave
contrast and a positive S-wave contrast would be generated for a
phase transition in MgSiO3. It is also possible that the post-perovskite
phase transforms back to the perovskite phase closer to the D″ region
(Hernlund et al., 2005), thereby providing a mechanism to explain the
two reflectors found in D″ in some fast velocity regions in the
lowermostmantle (Hutko et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2004a, b; van der
Hilst et al., 2007). Recent results indicate that the post-perovskite
phase is able to generate seismic anisotropy in the D″ region (e.g.
Merkel et al., 2006; Oganov et al., 2005; Stackhouse and Brodholt,
2007; Yamazaki and Karato, 2007). Phase transitions to a post-
perovskite phase in other minerals or in mid-ocean ridge basalts
(MORB) might explain additional reflectors in D″ (Ohta et al., 2008)
such as reported by Lay et al. (2006). Recently, however, Catalli et al.
(2009) reported that in pyrolitic material, the phase transition to
post-perovskite would take place over a large depth range, therefore
not being able to produce short period P-wave reflections. Ammann et
al. (2010) propose that strong crystallographic texture could be
responsible for generating sharp reflectors consistent with seismic
observations.

Distinguishing between the different hypotheses requires using as
much information of the arriving seismic waves as possible. Wave-
forms and polarities of the reflections from structures in D″ provide a
tool for constraining different scenarios. Here we use the polarities of
reflected waves in D″ to test the hypothesis of post-perovskite
anisotropy in D″ as mechanism for generating reflectors in P and
S-waves.

2. Observations

Events located in South America recorded in North America have
their reflection points in the D″ region beneath Central America
(Fig. 1b), a region characterised by fast seismic velocities (e.g. Kárason
and van der Hilst, 2001). The epicentral distances of the source–
receiver combinations used for detecting reflections off structures in
the D″ region are between 65 and 80°. In previous studies, Kito et al.
(2007) and Hutko et al. (2008) used these event-receiver combina-
tions and found small negative PdP waves, i.e. reflections from the top
of D″. These studies and Thomas et al. (2004b) also detected positive
S-wave reflections from the same region. Kito et al. (2007) and Hutko
et al. (2008) used the model by Wookey et al. (2005b) that predicts
small negative P-wave jumps and positive S-wave jumps for a post-
perovskite phase transition in MgSiO3 and concluded that this phase
transition can explain their observations. A similar scenario of positive
S-wave velocity jumps and small negative P-wave velocity jumps has
been detected by Chaloner et al. (2009) beneath Southeast Asia.

For a second test region we use events from the Northwest Pacific
recorded in Germany with their reflection points beneath Eurasia
(Fig. 1a), where tomographic models indicate fast seismic velocities in
P and S-wave models (e.g. Grand, 2002; Kárason and van der Hilst,
2001). The selection criteria are the same as for the South America–
North America path and the depth of the events lies between 50 and
660 km. This path has been investigated before (e.g. Thomas and
Weber, 1997; Weber, 1993) and showed evidence for P- and S-wave
reflections from D″ structures. For a near-perpendicular crossing path
sampling the same region we use events fromHindu Kush recorded at
Canadian stations. Such a path has been used by Thomas et al. (2002)
andWookey and Kendall (2008)where they found reflections fromD″
aswell as anisotropy in both source–receiver combinations. Due to the
limited number of deep Hindu Kush events and stations in Canada in a
suitable epicentral distance the data quality and quantity for this
direction is poorer than for the Kurile to Germany path.

We use vespagrams (see e.g. Rost and Thomas, 2002) to analyse
the polarities of the seismic waves. Three examples for P-wave
reflections are shown for the path Kuriles–Germany (Fig. 2a–c). In
each vespagram the P and PcP waves are visible as well as PdP waves

Eurasia Caribbean

Fig. 1. a) The region imaged with sources in the Kuriles and Japan recorded in Germany (reflection points in the lowermost mantle shown as grey circles) and for the perpendicular
raypath sources in the Hindu–Kush region and receivers in Canada (reflection points as grey diamonds). Additionally shown are source receiver combinations for which the great
circle path crosses the region in other orientations (thick and thin dashed lines) with reflection points in the lowermost mantle shown as grey triangles. b) Earthquakes in South
America recorded at stations in North America with reflection points in the lowermost mantle as black circles. The PcP and PdP reflection points for both regions lie in a fast velocity
region for the model of Kárason and van der Hilst (2001). Dashed arrows show the paleosubduction direction 100 Ma ago of the Kula and Farallon plates, respectively.
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with a slowness value and travel time between P and PcP. Inspecting
the PcP and PdP waveforms and polarities, we find that in each case
the PdP polarities are the same as the PcP polarities, i.e., differing from
the observation in the Caribbean region. In the case of 17 Dec 1991,
the P waveform is a two-lobed wavelet whereas the PcP and PdP
wavelets are three-lobed. We also analyse the S-waves and polarities
of SdS and ScS and find that the polarities of SdS are the same as the
CMB reflection and the direct S-wave (Fig. 2d).

For the orthogonal path from the Hindu Kush to Canada the PdP
polarity indicates a positive P-wave contrast across the D″ reflector
(Fig. 3a). Due to the larger epicentral distance of this source–receiver
combination (78°) the slowness values of P, PdP and PcP are not
separated as much as for the perpendicular direction from the Kuriles

to Germany. In addition, large multiples can be seen with P-slowness.
Nevertheless the PdP waveform is the same as the PcP waveform. To
verify the waveform for the North–South path, we re-analyse the data
from Thomas et al. (2002) in terms of the polarities of the waves. The
presence of a reflector was established using frequency–wavenumber
analysis for the station INK by Thomas et al. (2002) even though the
slowness resolution is poor for the source array vespagram. The data
have been cross-correlated with the P-wavelet to account for differing
source mechanisms (see Thomas et al., 2002). In the vespagram the
polarity of the PdP wave is again the same as for the PcP wave.

In summary, we find that the polarity of S-wave reflectors at the
top of D″ are always positive (i.e., SdS has the same polarity as ScS) in
both regions, while the P-wave reflector is more complicated: under
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the Caribbean, the PdP polarity is negative whereas under Eurasia the
PdP polarity is positive for two orthogonal paths. The difference in
polarity of P-wave reflections at the CMB cannot be due to changes in
focal mechanisms, since the P and PcP waves in general have the same
polarity and the take off angle of PdP lies between P and PcP take off
angles. We suggest, therefore, that the varying polarity of the P-wave
reflector with azimuth is caused by anisotropy in D″.

3. Anisotropy calculations

To reconcile the differing observations in the two fast velocity
regions in the lowermost mantle, we test different models of phase
changes and anisotropy. Lay and Garnero (2007) indicate that
anisotropic variations need to be considered to explain the available
D″ observations, especially the observed velocity contrasts, something
also inferred in earlier work on the basis of waveform modelling
(Matzel et al., 1996). Ammann et al. (2010) show that a rapid change
in anisotropy can explain sharp reflectors in D″ due to a strong
crystallographic texture of post-perovskite. This offers an explanation
for short period P-wave reflections despite the possibility of a large
phase loop of perovskite to post-perovskite (Catalli et al., 2009). We
follow the procedure outlined in Ammann et al. (2010) to try to
explain the variations in reflection polarity in our observations. This
procedure interpolates/extrapolates ab initio-calculated single crystal
elasticities for perovskite and post-perovskite structured MgSiO3 over
pressure and temperature ranges appropriate to the lower 1000 km of
the mantle, using gradients from Wentzcovitch et al. (2004, 2006).
These functions are evaluated along an assumed geotherm (Stacey
and Davies, 2004). In all models we assume a reflection at a nominal
distance from an instantaneous change in material properties (either
alignment, or crystal structure and alignment) 150 km above the
CMB. Anisotropic models comprise 12% aligned single crystal
elasticities in a linear mixture with their isotropic equivalent. Our
anisotropic models assume that, for a given slip system, 12% of the
grains are aligned with the slip plane parallel to the CMB and the slip
direction in the direction of the flow. The models measure the
variation in velocity perturbation and the reflection coefficients across
the discontinuity with azimuth (i.e., with respect to the deformation
slip direction). Since we observe the sign of this perturbation to vary
in the data, an anisotropic model is required. Velocity is a function of
both azimuth and angle of incidence in the orthorhombic models
tested, so we choose the latter to be appropriate for comparison with
S- and P-reflections at 75° epicentral distance.

We test two classes of models. The first is where the D″
discontinuity is solely a change in alignment of a single phase (as
might be expected with a strong localisation of strain, Ammann et al.,
2010). This is tested for both post-perovskite and perovskite for
completeness. In the second class a phase transformation from
perovskite to post-perovskite is also included. We test two slip
systems for post-perovskite, [100](010) inferred from analogue
studies using CaIrO3 (e.g., Walte et al., 2009; Yamazaki et al., 2006),
and [100](001) which has recently been suggested by diamond anvil
cell studies (Miyagi et al., 2010). For perovskite deformation we

assume [010](100) (Mainprice et al., 2008). The elastic constants for
each model tested here are given in Table 1.

Fig. 4 shows the variation of P–P and SH–SH wave reflection
coefficient as a function of azimuth for the different models tested.
While the SV–SH reflection coefficient is potentially non-zero in
anisotropic media, for the models presented here it is generally much
smaller than the SH–SH reflection, whichwill dominate the amplitude
observed on the transverse component. Only the case of a phase
transformation and [100](010) alignment in post-perovskite appears
tomatch the required periodicity in reflection coefficient and constant
positive reflection coefficient in VS (Fig. 4b). The data therefore
appear to be most consistent with this model; at least of those we
have tested. The modelling we use is simplistic, and would be
improved by adoption of a more realistic flow geometry and proper
petrophysical calculation of post-perovskite texture. There is also
currently rather a scarcity of calculated single crystal properties at
lowermost mantle pressures and temperatures, particularly for
perovskite. This potentially limits the accuracy of the extrapolation
of the elasticities. These limitations notwithstanding, we suggest that
these observations are consistent with reflections from a textured
post-perovskite layer.

4. Discussion

Several hypotheses have been discussed recently that could cause
the D″ layer and explain the seismic energy reflected from it. One of
those is a subducted slab with andwithout phase transitions (Kendall,
2000; Kendall and Silver, 1998; Sidorin et al., 1999; Thomas et al.,
2004b).

Subducted slabs without a phase transition cannot explain the
reflections since the gradient of such a slab would be too large to
generate high-frequency waves (Sidorin and Gurnis, 1998; Thomas et
al., 2004a). Sidorin et al. (1999) postulated a phase transition in the
lowermost mantle that seems to agree with the recently discovered
post-perovskite phase transition (Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and
Ono, 2004). Since then much work has gone into determining the
depth and Clapeyron slope of this phase transition (see, e.g., Hirose,
2007). The thickness of the transition zone between perovskite and
post-perovskite is also a case for debate. Catalli et al. (2009) found a

Table 1
Elastic constants (C11 to C66) representing the lower layers of models a–e, and
isotropic ppv and pv (upper layers). Elastic constants are in GPa, density (rho) is given
in kg/m3.

PPV (iso) PV (iso) Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E

C11 1038 1035 1055 1057 1055 1055 1042
C12 450 473 443 442 451 451 475
C13 450 473 451 451 443 443 483
C22 1038 1035 1053 1055 1024 1024 1039
C23 450 473 455 456 455 455 470
C33 1038 1035 1024 1021 1053 1053 1022
C44 294 281 290 289 290 290 281
C55 294 281 301 302 287 287 280
C66 294 281 287 286 301 301 287
rho 5297 5232 5302 5302 5302 5302 5237

Fig. 4. Predicted reflection coefficients of P- and S-waves as a function of azimuth for different modelled D″ discontinuities. These are calculated for PdP and SdS phases at 75°
epicentral distance; the azimuth is measured relative to the slip direction (i.e., the direction of lowermost mantle flow, indicated by the arrow). The left and central panels show the
changes in reflection coefficient of P–P and SH–SH respectively (black line) upon crossing a D″ discontinuity 150 km above the CMB. These come from elastic constants at lowermost
mantle temperature and pressure conditions (see main text, Table 1 and Ammann et al. (2010) for details). The rightmost panels show the model assumed. a, c and e show cases
where the discontinuity is only due to the imposition of anisotropy (either on a pure perovskite or post-perovskite lowermost mantle). Panels b and d also include the pv–ppv phase
transformation. Two suggested slip systems for post-perovskite are tested (e.g., Miyagi et al., 2010; Walte et al., 2009; Yamazaki et al., 2006). The coloured spots around the
periphery indicate the polarities measured from the data (C = Caribbean paths; E1, E2, E3= Eurasian). The azimuths assigned to these are based on predictions of flow directions at
the base of the mantle (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998). Blue and red spots indicate positive and negative polarities respectively. The only model tested which appears
compatible with the data incorporates a pv–ppv phase change with a [100](010) texture in the lower layer. Other models either have incorrect periodicity in δVP (for example, the
pure perovskite model), or do not show a consistent VSH increase (for example, the pure post-perovskite model). Dashed lines indicate where the reflection coefficient becomes
critical and amplitude determination there is more difficult since a phase shift is imposed on the data.
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large transition zone with a linear mixture of perovskite and post-
perovskite for iron rich perovskite or perovskite with a low Si/Mg
ratio. The resulting gradient would not be sufficiently sharp to explain

the reflections seen with short-period P-wave data. But other studies
find thicknesses of the transition that lie in the range of 90 to 120 km,
which can be detected with seismic P-waves (e.g., Lay, 2008; Weber,
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1993). In recent work, Ammann et al. (2010) present a mechanism
that can produce sharper reflectors in the D″ region, i.e., a model that
can explain short-period P-wave reflections at D″ structures.

Seismic anisotropy in the D″ region has been observed in both
locations discussed here using S-wave splitting. Beneath the Caribbean,
several studies find transverse isotropy (e.g. Kendall and Silver, 1996,
Kendall and Silver, 1998; Moore et al., 2004; Lay et al., 1998). Recently,
tilted anisotropy has been discussed here (Garnero et al., 2004; Maupin
et al., 2005; Nowacki et al., 2010). In the region beneath Eurasia, both
Thomas et al. (2002) andWookey and Kendall (2008) find evidence for
anisotropy.

We find two different scenarios for our two seismically fast
regions: under the Caribbean the polarity of the PdP wave is opposite
to the polarity of the PcP and P waves (Hutko et al., 2008; Kito et al.,
2007), whereas the SdS polarity is the same as for the ScS and S wave
polarity. These results indicate a positive S velocity jump and a
negative P velocity jump across the discontinuity. For epicentral
distances used here, the density changes have less impact on seismic
waves than velocity contrasts (Lay and Garnero, 2007) and we
therefore assume that the polarity is influencedmostly by the velocity
rather than impedance. For the region beneath Eurasia on the other
hand, the P and S-wave contrasts seem to be both positive, since PdP
(SdS) has the same polarity as PcP (ScS) for two orthogonal directions.
It would not be possible to explain these observations with a simple
model of a post-perovskite phase transition as presented by Wookey
et al. (2005b) due to the positive PdP polarities.

One obvious difference for those two regions is the travel path of
the seismic waves with respect to the flow direction of the slab that is
likely to be responsible for the fast velocities in the D″ region. The
direction of subduction of palaeo slabs 80 to 100 Ma ago (Lithgow-
Bertelloni and Richards, 1998) is indicated in Fig. 1 as dashed arrows.
Assuming that the direction has not changed in the deep mantle the
path for the South America to North America combination lies near
45° to the slab propagation direction. For the Kurile to Germany path
the travel path is along the direction of slab (0°) flow and Hindu Kush
events recorded in Canada travel perpendicular to the slab flow
direction (90°).

Comparing our polarity results to the reflection coefficient model
resulting from the anisotropy calculations, we find that the model
with pure perovskite (i.e. no phase change) cannot explain our
observations since all PdP-wave polarities should be the same as PcP
(Fig. 4e). The model with post-perovskite and no phase transition can
explain the P-wave observations for both regions but fails to explain
overall positive S-wave contrasts (Fig. 4a). For the region beneath
Eurasia a negative S-wave reflector would be expected which
disagrees with the observations (see also Thomas et al., 2004a; Kito
et al., 2007). Only the case with a phase transition and aligned post-
perovskite (Fig. 4b) can explain all observations from both regions.
For this case the SdS wave should have an increase in velocity in all
regions but the PdP polarities differ for Eurasia and the Caribbean.

Another region beneath Southeast Asia shows reflections from a D″
structure, with small negative (around 1%) P-wave velocity contrasts
and positive S-wave contrasts (Chaloner et al., 2009) and tilted
anisotropy has been observed in the same region (Thomas et al., 2007).
In this case amuchmore complicated subduction history prevails, with
several subduction regions merging in the deep mantle beneath
Southeast Asia (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998). It is therefore
difficult to test our hypothesis on this additional example and it would
be useful to study additional regions in the Earth using P and S-wave
polarities of reflected waves at D″ structures and seismic anisotropy in
D″.

The reflection coefficients of Fig. 4 could potentially provide
amplitude constraints on the reflected waves. For instance, in model
b a wave travelling in the flow direction should have a PdP amplitude
smaller than for a wave travelling at 45° to the flow. We have
measured amplitudes in our datasets but find strong variations in the

PdP amplitudes: in the Caribbean region, the PdP reflection exhibits
between 10 and 30% of the P amplitudewhereas in the Eurasian region
PdP shows between 10 and more than 100% of the P wave amplitude.
Since the amplitude of a reflected wave can also vary strongly due to
the topography of the reflector (Thomas and Weber, 1997) and
velocity gradients (e.g., Lay, 2008) this measurement may not help to
distinguish between different models indeed due to anisotropy it
becomes evenmore complicated to use amplitude as a diagnostic tool.
The use of stackingmethodsmay distort the amplitudemeasurements
but in most cases the relatively weak PdP phase cannot be identified
without such stacking methods. Beneath Eurasia some of the raw
seismograms show strong D″ reflections but even those are very
variable (e.g., Lay, 2007; Thomas and Weber, 1997; Weber and Davis,
1990) and in several cases the D″ reflection cannot be identified
without stacking.

In our case thepolarities of the seismicwaves clearly showadifference
depending on which region the waves travel through. The P-wave
polarities are an especially good diagnostic tool as S-wave polarities seem
to be positive in all regions (i.e., the SdSwave has the same polarity as the
ScS and S wave). One assumption for this model to work, however, is the
direction ofwaves travellingwith respect to the flowdirection of the slab.
Wehave used the data fromLithgow-Bertelloni andRichards (1998) from
100Maandhaveassumed that thedirectionof the slab in thedeepmantle
did not changemuch. It would be useful to have supporting observations
that intersect the crossingpaths (Fig. 1a) in a45° direction. If this direction
showed negative PdP polarities and positive SdS polarities, the assump-
tion of the slab flow direction would be superfluous. We have been
searching for such a crossingpath. It turns out that the reflectionpoints for
potential additional paths are further to the Southwest or Southeast (see
triangles in Fig. 1a). The reflection points to the Southeast from western
Pacific events recorded at Spitsbergen station KBS show a strong Moho
multiple at the arrival time of PdP in the data and can therefore not be
used. However, an example for a Chinese earthquake recorded at
Greenland stations HJO and DAG (Fig. 5 and thick dashed travel path in
Fig. 1a) shows an arrival between P and PcP that indicates a negative
polarity PdP. Thiswave cannotbe the reflectionof theMohodiscontinuity,
or the pP arrival, since themove-out changeswith distance.We therefore
assume that it is a reflection from D″. Unfortunately not enough stations
are available to use array methods to fully establish the slowness and
backazimuth of this wave. If this wave is indeed a D″ reflection it would
support our model of an anisotropic region including a phase change

HJO

DAG

11 OCT 2000

P PdP PcP pP

pPPcPPdPP

-10 20  time [s]100

Fig. 5. Seismogram section of a source receiver combination with a great circle path that
crosses the paths in Fig. 2 in approximately 45°. The reflection points are south of the
ones for Hindu Kush–Japan and Kuriles–Germany (see also Fig. 1a). We show two
stations for this combination of events in China and receivers in Greenland (HJO and
DAG). The arrival times of PdP. PcP, P and pP are indicated. The traces have been cross
correlated with the P wavelet and station DAG shows a clear negative polarity for PdP;
the polarity at HJO is less unambiguous, but is not obviously positive.
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without the assumption of slab flow direction in the lowermost mantle
(see Fig. 4b).

5. Conclusion

Observations of polarities of reflected waves from D″ structures
beneath the Caribbean in a high-velocity region indicate positive
S-wave velocity contrast but a negative P-wave contrast. In a second
high velocity region, beneath Eurasia, evidence for positive P- and
S-wave contrasts is found for two perpendicular paths. To reconcile
these differing observations in two fast velocity regions we test a
model of anisotropy in the post-perovskite phase in D″. Our best
fittingmodels include a phase change of perovskite to post-perovskite
and a fraction of 12% alignment in the post-perovskite minerals.
Depending on the angle of the ray crossing this region, we find
negative or positive P-wave velocity jumps. The S-wave velocity jump
is always positive, in agreement with the observations. One
assumption for this hypothesis to work is the direction of slab flow
in the lower mantle. In order to be independent of this, a path that
crosses the other two perpendicular paths in 45° would have to show
a negative P-wave contrast and positive S-wave contrast. We find
evidence for such a case in P-waves whichmakes our preferredmodel
a good explanation for the differing polarity observations.
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